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Donald Tai Loy Ho (August 13, 1930 â€“ April 14, 2007), better known as Don Ho, was an American
traditional pop musician, singer and entertainer. He is best known for the song "Tiny Bubbles" from the album
of the same name
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Let My Children Hear Music is an album released by Columbia Records in 1972 of music by composer
Charles Mingus, produced by Teo Macero.The music is scored for large jazz orchestra and Mingus worked
with several arrangers, orchestrators and conductors, most notably Sy Johnson and Alan Raph, to realize
some of his most ambitious compositions. In the original liner notes, Mingus described it as ...
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Lee Min Ho (Korean: ì•´ë¯¼í˜¸) is a South Korean actor, born on June 22nd, 1987 in Heukseok-dong, Seoul
as a second and last child to a family of a father, mother and one elder sister. Though with only few years of
filmography, he is one of the most popular actors among the South Korean youth.. He made his debut in
2006 through a EBS drama Secret Campus. ...
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Discover these 23 things to do in Ho Chi Minh City, the biggest and busiest city in Vietnam. Don't miss these
incredible attractions when you're there!
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